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Manager  

 a person who has control or direction of 

an institution or business 

 

You can't lead anyone else further than you 

have gone yourself.  ~Gene Mauch 

 



Plan   

The meaning of plan is a scheme or method of acting, 

doing, proceeding, making, etc., developed in 

advance. 

 

Ex. A management planning process should include a 

strategy for evaluating the progress toward goal 

completion throughout an established time period. 

One way to do this is through requesting a monthly 

progress report from department heads. 



Organize 

The meaning of organize is to form as or into 
a whole consisting of interdependent or 
coordinated parts, especially for united 
action 

Ex. Employees who have an organized 
manager will emulate that behavior and 
strive for organization as well. Managers who 
take the organizing function seriously and 
consistently update their plans accordingly 
will achieve success in the workplace. 



Direct  

Direct means to manage or guide by 

advice, helpful information, instruction, etc. 

 

Ex. Steven gave some advise to one of his 

co workers to do his job better and he gave 

him some instructions for the job he has to 

do. 



Monitor  

The meaning for monitor is a person 

appointed to supervise students, applicants, 

etc., taking an examination, chiefly to 

prevent cheating; proctor. 

Ex. Steven makes sure that all his employees 

are doing their job and he also make sure 

that his business is going well. 



Steven Reinemund 
  Steven was the manager for PepsiCo  

 He always organized everything for the company  

 He always made sure his workers had what they 

needed 

 When he started working for the company he started at 

the bottom  

 He always gave great ideas about new foods and 

drinks to the company  

 After a couple of years he became the CEO of the 

company  

 He is now the dean for a business university  


